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Given that it's Ikea, you can call the recently launched first ever seasonal catalog a digital buffet. Named Celebrate Brilliantly, the 31-page interactive catalog is released a week before Thanksgiving to holiday-season-feature recipes, video clips, interactive style solutions, and social media integration. It is designed to replicate the experience of exploring the
Ikea store (minus Swedish meatballs). The brand is built on brick-and-mortar experience, said Phil Edelstein, brand strategy group manager at Brownstein Group, the Philadelphia-based agency that has released a digital seasonal catalog. You are surrounded by an endless array of products that you want to touch and feel and interact with. Unlike stores that
have an almost overwhelming design, the interactive catalog is streamlined and convenient. If you like the white Karlstad sofa you see in the interactive catalog, click on it as it is on Facebook (552 people have liked it so far), contact it on Pinterest, buy it online, or add it to your shopping list. There are various interactive features: Use the mouse to pull out a
virtual window shade to give the living room a new look; Slide the button to turn each day's room into a holiday room, complete with Santa throw pillows and Fejka artificial pot factory (for $14.99); Learn how to make Lussebulle (saffron buns) from scratch; and get holiday entertainment tips. Ikea plans to release three more seasonal catalogues next year. We
hope that it will finally create another channel where people can experience online that wonderful experience that they get in store in a really powerful, truly interactive fashion, says Edelstein. We didn't want to create something that just sold you kitchens. Provided by IKEA When you open a fashion brand catalog or store for a new dress online, you will
probably assume that models wearing clothes don't look like this in real life. Photoshop is everywhere in fashion (and sometimes it's pretty egregious), but did you know that the images you see in furniture catalogs also can't be what they seem? IKEA recently revealed that 75% of the photos in its catalog are actually CGI, meaning they were produced not on
set with real furniture, but on a desk on a computer. At first, when we heard this, we couldn't believe that all these cozy, well-designed rooms didn't really exist. But IKEA says that producing their catalog digitally is more efficient and environmentally friendly, as they do not have to build kits and transport furniture that will eventually be discarded. The most
expensive and complex things we have to create and shoot are kitchens, he said. martin Entest, IKEA's IT manager, told CG Society. Both from an environmental point of view, and in terms of time, time, don't want to ship in all these white goods from everywhere, shoot them and then send them all back. And unfortunately, kitchens are one of those rooms
that vary very much depending on where you are in the world. The cuisine in the US will look very different from the cuisine in Japan, for example, or in Germany. So you need a lot of different layouts in order to localize the kitchen in brochures. But cautious consumers don't need to stand up with guns in their hands. Enthed also stresses that he knows it's
important for buyers to know exactly what they are getting when they buy furniture, so his team is taking painstaking steps to mimic the real product as they can. Courtesy IKEA courtesy of IKEA TELL US: What do you think of IKEA's catalog strategy? NEXT: 8 Crazy-Looking Couches You Won't Believe There really exist h/t Huffington Post and CG Society
Photos: COURTESY ikea This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io If you've ever watched an episode of House hunters, you know how embedded in them can make a first-time home buyer
squeal (on a scale of one walk in closets, they're probably about seven). And we fully understand how it would be possible to go star-eyed over a wall of bookcases. There's just something about their neat finished look, sturdy structure, and decorative details that make the swoon-worthy. But of course, like most things on our ever list, they're not exactly cheap
to install. However, as many ingenious decor bloggers have demonstrated when there will be - and IKEA - there is a more affordable way. IKEA furniture is known for its hacking. Parts are usually inexpensive, and the fact that they come in a million pieces is actually a plus when you're trying to customize something for a particular space. Often, with a small
finish, a few extra nails, and a creative eye for design, you can turn what is an otherwise wobbly bookcase or dresser into a beautiful built-in block. Thinking that you could solve this project in your own home? Draw inspiration from these impressive projects: 1. Bold bookcases Just Girl This Ocean-Blue Wall unit, brought to life by Chris on Just a Girl, is much
more than the sum of its parts (just four BILLY bookcases). Read more here. Keeping Seat I Heart Organization Jen at I Heart Organization solved its problem of storing the playroom by flipping through two snug shelves on their sides and topping them with seating cushions. Read more here. Reading Corner of Rambling Renovators Jennifer at Rambling
Repairers Took Pieces From IKEA's closet line and turned the bare wall into a cozy window seat surrounded by additional storage space. See more here4. The beautiful library makerista Laura bookcase installation, placed on on the received regal treatment with a beautiful finish and even a sliding staircase. Read more here. Hutch Heights Young House
Love Sherry and John in Young House Love are prepared for the arrival of their new baby, morphing a pair of raw dressers into something much cooler (and above!). Read more here TELL USA: Would you try one of these impressive projects? More DIY Decor: Transform Your Space with Statement Solutions Accent Wall's 11 Stairs, which are a big step-up
10 Super-Fun Things for Creative Kids' Rooms This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io IKEA Looks like the adult coloring trend isn't slowing down anytime soon - especially since a small
store you may have heard of called Ikea has just joined the movement. The Swedish retail giant has designed downloadable illustrations with drawings of some of their most popular pieces - so don't be surprised if you recognise your sofa in the middle of the page. Not familiar with adult coloring? Everything is simple: mostly repetitive movements and quiet
time alone is a major stress relief, as it helps quick meditation and mindfulness. But the projects are far from the princess pages your daughter fills. They are often sophisticated and sophisticated, with an Ikea version focusing on its famous bookshelves, lamps, and even house plants. So stop wasting your hard-earned money on massages in an attempt to
relax - just download the illustrations, light a candle, brew a mug of mint tea, and grab a pair of pencils from your child's backpack the next time you need to relax after a hectic day. Through Apartment Therapy this content is created and supported by a third party, and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to
find more information about this and similar contents on piano.io 1 of 12 Add Missing Sink Storage If You Bathroom Vanity Doesn't Come With a Shelf, install one of IKEA's super slender picture ledges. It will fit under just about any mirror, and offers a comfortable place to styling the items that you use every day as your favorite perfume. See more on Yasam
Steele's 2 of 12 Cleverly Create a Sink With Storage This Saladmaker (We Repeat: Salad bowl) sink. Pure genius? That's what we think. And as if this hack couldn't get any better, Vanity also had a lacquered IKEA dresser. Get a tutorial on Berger Port 3 of 12 Using Kitchen Cabinets If we said it once, we said that a million (okay, 12) times: Don't limit the use
of kitchen cabinets for cooking Space. In bathrooms, these storage compartments are the perfect height for double vanity sinks. Read more at IKEA Hackers 4 of 12 Update Boring Furniture Nothing gives away that piece of furniture from IKEA faster than wooden. Here, the green finish goes on top, creating a vintage vibe that makes this piece look like it's
one of a kind (and now it's a variety). See more on Golden Sycamore's 5 of the 12 Shop Hot Hair Tools Here's an excuse to finally pick up that super-cheap kitchen utensil holder you've been eye-ing at IKEA for a while. It's just as handy in your bathroom for storing curling tongs and straightener. Just throw the hot tools into the container to cool off - and
avoid nasty burns. More on this can be found at Polka Dot No. 6 of the 12 Keep Essentials Within Reach Trash RASKOG is without a doubt the most flexible IKEA product (it is useful in a serious every room). And in the bathroom? This is the most convenient way to make sure that toilet paper and fabrics are only at arm's length. See more on Lola's lark 7 of
12 Give make-up to the home These pods like containers (named PLUGGIS system) attach to the wall, creating compartments to store make-up, brushes, and removal - it's basically wall vanity and saves tons of space. See more at Dawn Nicole Designs 8 of 12 Improve your toilet paper holder by adding leather straps that hold a small wooden bar, the
BEKVAM Spice Rack becomes a toilet paper dispenser that has a shelf on top for air fresheners - so your bathroom can be much nicer. See more on IKEA Hackers 9 of 12 Make Furniture Work Double-Duty 10 of 12 Turn the shelf into a towel holder This shelf staircase is often located in the living rooms, and looks elegantly holding books and magazines but in the bathroom it offers slim storage for clean towels and toilet paper. See more on Madame quirk 12 of 12 Pin It for later! Follow @housebeautiful on Pinterest. Pinterest. ikea catalog 1999 pdf
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